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INVESTIGATION IN TORSION By F. K. Chang

-This report is submitted to Prof. B. G. Johnston for the

course C. E. 213, structural Research. --

Thi's investigation Wqs made under the direction of Prof.

B. G.Johnston and part of the material is taken from his

notes on the course C. E. 221, Structural Members and

Frames. Special aclmowledgment is made here for his

conduction throughout the work •

1. Comparison of Torsion Properties Between

Parallel Flange and Sloped Flange Sections

The torsion properties of parallel flange and sloped flange sections

as rolled by different mills 1Fe certainly different. It is very interesting

to find out how much is the difference and 'Whether is it possible to have

a compromised value for both cases. As the Bethlehem ManuaJ. of Steel

Construction ,1934 edition, has the K- values prepared for sloped flange

sections ,it is aJ.so interesting to lmow whether is it on safe side to

use thise vaJ.ues for parallel flange sections.

The calculation of the constant,K, is based on Lyse-Johnston formula

as given in their paper;' tf. StructuraJ. Beams in Torsion tf.

All WF spapes with nOminal depth from 36 to 16 inclusive and 14 WF

38 to 30; 12WF 36 to 27 ; 10 WF 29 to 21; 8WF 20 and 11 rolled in the

Behtlehem Steel CompaQY have sloped flanges. The same sizes mentioned

above rolled by Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation have parallel flanges.
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~e following 15 sizes are selected in such a way to cover all ranges

to represent the general cases •.
'",

. \ ' \" . . . 1 . -. ; I' - . .
Sections Sloped £lange Sections Parallel flanges· %Dif.ference

5% slope Sections

B36a 300# 68.799 66.047 . 4.167% ,/
36&1~

44.777 42.915 -4.339260

230 30.943 29.507 4,867

B24a 120 8.845 8.402 5.272 -/
24&12

no 6.919 6.547 5.681

100 5.245 4.955 5.852

. B16 50 1.621 1.552 4.445
16&8~

0.810 5.30040 0.853

36 0.590 0.559 5.540

B14 38 0.860 0.819 5.000
14&6.t

34 ... 0.614 0.583 5.310\
30 \ 0.410 0.387 5.940 /

~~-:""'"'''''''.---'~

B10 29 0.625 0.594 .5.210
10&54 .

0.214 7.oo0/'21 0.229

B8 17 0.160 0.151' 5.96 J
8&51-. 4

Avg. 5.330
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It is evident that (1) paral],el flange sections always have a smaller

K values; (2) the max. difference is 1% and the average is 5% and (3) it

is on dangerous side in most cases to use the K-value of sloped nange

sections for parallel flange sections.

Since the dif£erence is not very large, one c;ompromised value ~or both

cases is possible in publisb,ing in the handbook•.

2. Discrepancy Between Lyse-Johnston Formula and

Numerical Method

The computation in the above article is based on the Lyse-Johnston
,

formula from soap film experj,ment. The numerical method as discussed

later is very useful in torsion problems. It is worthwhile to see how

these two methods check each other. For a 10 ,by 5 by 30 lbs joist in

R. A. Skelton Handbook, the K-value by Lyse-Johnston formula is 0.,942

and Mr. F. S. Shaw use4 the same section in Dorman and Long Handbook and

obtained a K-v~u¥of 0.896 by numerical method v~ich is about 5% lower.

This discrepancy, if computation is right " is due to two factor~,

(1) the accuracy of numerical meth.od and (2) the values of different

coefficienbin Lyse-Johnston formula.

The first factor has been fully discussed in Mr. Shaw's paper: ;'The

Torsion of a ltolled Steel Joist Section by Relaxation Methods. Ii and

the second factor will be discussed later.
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3. '.ilhe Numerical Method

Instead of considering a membrane as in the

membrane analogy method, we consider a ,fine

net with load "q" at unit area and tension

"s" per unit length. As shown in the left

figure, We have:

~ 5A (- 7.1;:"74 ) + SA(~ )"1" ~>.( Z';'E )T~i{~;ls)=-gJ\

,". Zi ~ Z.&'" Z" .,. Z4 - A "Z-r:::- -!' >..l.

Or <Ps ::. -::Is (<Pi T ep.a ...~ +- 4>4 + 2<19A.1)

For simplicity in calculation, we use' a constant lla" in place of the

term ff18~. The valuesof~~obtained then are the coefficients of ?G-j;J\.J

. In most cases, Vie take lla" as 1. When the net becomes very fine,it ap-

proaches a membrane and the result is very accurate.

Based on above formula " we can find the ¢values either by solving

sinnlltaneous equations or by numerical method.

vVhen the number' of sirnutaneous equations is iO or above it is recom

mended to use numerical procedure or the combination of these two method"

The numerical method is (1) assigning arbitrary Q>values or prefered

solving sinnlltaneous equations of very coarse net as a guide; (2) using

the improvement formu.ll:a ~= t( ~.+<Pz t'cP,,'t' 4>4"'4.) to i~rove the <P values

and using the improved values as soon as available.

, The convergence by using improvement formula is very slow and sometimes

more than 30 ct.yclesis needed. Labor of improvement can be largely

,
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......reduced by using 'difference function and extrapolation.

Assume the true value of ¢ is w , and e the error, then

¢= w+e .

When·this is improved, we obtain

¢'=w-I-e'

The difference between ¢' and ~ , we call the difference function S.

.~ == ql- </>e: e~e '

If we appltimpT.ovement process to the difference functions , we

get succe~sively

J'= d> i~ ¢'~ ell-e'

...JI :J..W ..J-.II ",,," II
d == '<1-'- 'Y ;:"" -e

e5(n--f~ ¢' --_ q/1I-t}:::;. e~ e(n-I)

m.,.,,~ ¢ '.+~'.,.$"+ d~+" .. ".+ J(""')= w t e '" = tI>~

.. This shows that if we i,mprove the difference function "n" times

and add the sum of these functions to (//, we can get a res-glt· as accurate

as improving th\e value ep itself unll times. As d is difference between

~' ~d ¢ , the constant termll aU is cancelled out, the improvement formula

for 6 becomes : •.

ds-=~ (OJ 1" 5z T 5.3+ (;4)

If' more accurate result is desired, we can extrapolate the ~ values.

As ~_. value improves many 9cles, it becomes a smooth function decreasing

uniformly by a factor "(, as

~1:;:cflC; .£{K~/~rJ~ tf (k~J= ~tfJt:.

\ ~k ~(IC+I) ~u+~) r1;( ~ l'Yso, Q -+ {} 1" 0 + ....: = a 1-tY'+'r -/- ... -.)::: 'YO-rJ
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Based on above :[brinciple , the procedu-re is outlined as follows:

(a) Cho~se trial functidm. Q> , or~trefered, solvlt.-lj simultaneous equations

of very coarse net as a guide.

(l)) Improve ¢ once, using improvement formula <f;Jr=Ji ((/J,",: tP... of" r/)~ + <b", +Q)
t

\ . and obtain -iJ'.

(c) Calculate difference functions, d:r=. 4/- ¢ .

(4) Improving the cf values in the same order as improving </I.

fhe improvement formula is d;;=~ ( d, ~S..3~ t +~ ) , until a smooth

function decreasing uniformly is obtained.

(4;1) Find mean value of ~ ... =,..
(f) New function i- f/>/+$'-t- 6".;. $'"-t .... 1- ;r
(g) Improve ¢ once, get i/. If unsatisfactory, repeat this process

again.

After we obtain the correct ¢values , it is necessary to compute

the volume under the 4J sur.face. The method of double application of
..

Simpson I s Rule seems to be very.. satisf'actory. For a part of a strip

of indefinite lenth, the K-values:~by exact 'formula and by using the

Simpson I s Rule to find the volume are identically the same.

A square of side length!!b ll has been solved by both numerical

method and simultaneous equatiorl· method.. In the former method , the

net si~e is ?\=.9a and in the later method ten. simultaneous equations
4

are solved. The K- value obtained in both method is O.l386b while the

exact solution by Timoshenko is o.J.406,only )..42% off.
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4. Comparison of the coefficient '~II in Lyse-Johnston

Formula Obtained By Soap Film ~erim.ent And

Numerical Meih 09-

Concerning the added torsional rigidity due to the connection of

the flange and web and also due to the fillet at this point of a 1

section, Trayer and March assume the additional K equal to r/. rfwhile

D is the diameter of the largest circle that can be inscribed at the

jilllcture of the web and flange. Professor Lyse and Johnston in their
! ~

paper jj Structural Beams In Torsion"have these coefficients prepared

.by soap film experiment. In order to fin,d out the source of the

discrepancy between the Lyse-Johnston formula and the numerical method

it is suggested to compare the coefficient 1.bt,1I first.

Two values of the coefficients 'bL" are computed by numerical

method for radius r equals zer0 and win equals ! and 1 respectively

for comparison. --.-r:--"
I --I--

I c--~-
c--I--

I :--I--

':t.....~ c--I--
I

f0-r-
~ >-- I--If)
..; - I--

e-r-
! 10- c--
I

r- /·Sl:L____.. -: • - -
Q.

i I i 1

For w/n=! , we use a net J\--kw

In the calculation, assume that

both the ~anges and web are con

tinuous at farther ends and assume

that the, "hump" due to. connection

of nange and web does not affect

the ¢ values at 1.5n a...vay from the

point a. This assumption is fOillld

reasonable after the calculation
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1:heqretically, the "hump" does affect every point in the net,

but, the effect is very small for 'points farther away from the junction

and can be neglected without error. Thevoiume is computed by using

Simpson I s Rule. Instead of finding the volume of each square separately,

it is much convenient to find out a coefficient for each poin:t once and

multiply the individual ¢ by its coefficient and add them together.

The value of K "When the web and flange are connected: 325.6834

'me; value of K lVhen the web and flange disconnected: 314.6666
. -
The difference 11.1961:)

Therefore

This difference. equals ~~'

, ~~-1

while D= 4.25

By soap film experiment

For win =1, we use a net' as shown -'\= ~w

I
iH-++H-H-H-H-H-++-~f-+-t

K connected

K disconnected

Difference

while D = 5.00

Therefore

706.5124

640.0000

66.5124

By soap film exPeriment-'- !-';-:'..I-l...1...l..L..J.....!...:-l-l.-!-J....I...L.L..l-.l...l

.J.l.-.7\:l>~Jq
,. The point for w/n=1is very close by both methods and that for.
1 '1
~ n=2 is far off. The tendency of the curve by numerical, method can

be found only after one or more points with win ra~io between 1 and ~

is computed. It is early now to draw a conclusion~
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